Car Preparation
Product Guide

THE PROFESSIONALS’ CHOICE

UNRIVALLED PRODUCTS
UNBEATABLE PRODUCTS

Autosmart is the largest manufacturer of vehicle cleaning products for the automotive trade. We have an extensive Research and
Development programme, led by our in-house R&D team. No other company has such extensive knowledge of the specialised
cleaning requirements of the automotive industry. There are over 300 specialist products in our range, which have all been
developed and manufactured in-house.
No matter what you clean, or how often you clean it, we will have the right solution to meet your needs.

SAVE UP TO 50% ON YOUR CLEANING COSTS

Autosmart has a wide range of products and services to help our customers to save
money and time. By managing costs effectively we can reduce your cleaning bills
dramatically – often by as much as a half.
• Concentrated products that go further than any other product on the market.
• Our unique range of cost control systems set dilution rates to achieve optimum
performance at the lowest possible costs.
• Our unique top-up delivery service for detergents ensures that you do not pay
for expensive packaging and can buy as much or little as you need.

QUALITY ASSURED

Autosmart products are manufactured under strict quality procedures at our UK factory.
Our commitment to quality is backed by our certification to the International Quality
Standard ISO 9001.

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE

We take our responsibility for the environment seriously and are certified to ISO 14001.
Our products and manufacturing processes comply to all current legislation and we take
continued steps to reduce environmental impact.

A SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT

We can provide a wide range of support materials to help you to meet your Health and
Safety requirements. We can even create bespoke materials, such as Health and Safety
books, easy-to-follow cleaning wallcharts or checklist forms, designed with your business
in mind. We also offer a full range of Personal Protective Equipment.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

The main cost in car preparation is the labour. We train users how to get the best out of
Autosmart products. Efficient working practices can significantly reduce your cleaning
costs, improve standards - and reduce the risk of accidents too.
We offer group courses at our training centre in the Midlands - where your team are able
to exchange ideas and opinions with their counterparts from across the country - or
courses at your own premises. Even experienced staff can learn more efficient and cost
effective techniques.

BODYSHOP BRILLIANCE
Many of the Autosmart polishes and dressings are suitable for use
in the bodyshop or paintshop environment. Look for the symbol.

AND SERVICE
THE AUTOSMART SHOWROOM

Our national network of mobile showrooms delivers excellent service
to all of our customers. We are experts in our field and are able to
advise and support your team, to ensure that you get the best out of
our products.
We will visit you regularly, giving you the opportunity to replenish your
stocks and to see what’s new. Each vehicle carries a full stock of
Autosmart products to let you try before you buy and take immediate
delivery, with no minimum order or delivery charge. Our "Mini-bulk"
system allows you to buy your detergents at bulk rates, but in any
quantity. No unnecessary packaging ensures a true cost saving for
you and helps protect the environment.

For more information visit us at - www.autosmart.co.uk

TRAFFIC FILM
REMOVERS
HOT AND COLD PRESSURE WASHERS
AND PRE-SPRAY

Active XLS
Price:________
The first of our new generation TFR’s. Advanced cleaning for
all cars and vans. It’s ingenious “Bi-ionic” formulation
balances clean, foam and shine to give an unbeatable
performance. Concentrated to provide the best value clean
in it’s price range and designed to enable you to get the best
out of any cleaning equipment.

Truckwash 39 XLS
Price:________
This is Autosmart’s premium TFR. It contains ‘traffiwax’
which adds shine to paintwork and is the most cost
effective way to clean your vehicles.
Hazsafe XLS
Price:________
Highly effective specialist TFR that will not dull brightwork or
trim. Especially suited to delicate paintwork. New Bi-ionic
formulation means even better clean, foam and shine.
Prestige XLS
Price:________
Specially formulated for prestige vehicles where conventional
cleaners can dull or mark brightwork & trim. Prestige gently
removes road film to leave a clean & shiny finish.
Smartbike
Price:________
Highly effective non-corrosive cleaner designed for use
on motorcycles. Removes road grime, grease, oil, salt &
brake dust without dulling or marking alloy or plated
components.

Topwash Concentrate
Price:________
General purpose, non-caustic TFR for customers
wanting a ready-to-use and effective product. Available
as a concentrate for maximum economy or ready-touse.

FORECOURT

Aquawax
Price:________
A hot wax, which leaves a glossy, streak-free finish.
Brushwash
Price:________
A concentrated foam shampoo for either manual use or
brushwash systems. The operator can set the level of
foam and cleaning power, resulting in a ‘streak-free’
finish. Brushwash is designed to work effectively in water
reclamation systems.

MANUAL WASHING

Autowash
Price:________
A highly concentrated and economical neutral shampoo.
Designed for easy rinsing, leaving a streak-free, glossy
finish.
Duet
Price:________
A neutral, superior wash and wax product which has an
excellent deep cleaning action for removing dirt and
traffic film. Leaves a high wax, high gloss finish on
paintwork, giving protection against the elements. Ideal
for one-step car preparation.

CONTROLLING YOUR COSTS
By managing chemical usage effectively Autosmart can reduce your cleaning bills dramatically often by as much as a half.

Our unique “Mini-bulk” top up
delivery system means you can
buy as little or as much as you
need with no packaging costs.

Unique dilution control equipment
allows dilution rates to be set to achieve
optimum performance, at the lowest
possible cost.

Our “Digi-Lab” system helps
set up and check chemical
dilution rates.

FOAMING
DETERGENTS
FOAM SYSTEM
Actimousse XLS
Price:________
High performance foaming TFR designed to deliver “touchfree” cleaning performance through all foaming equipment.
The formulation optimises clean, foam and dwell to provide
excellent performance and economy.
Foam Shampoo
Price:________
A very gentle, neutral foam shampoo, designed with car
washes in mind. Foam Shampoo is trimsafe and will not
dull brightwork or trim.
Highfoam plus – now trimsafe
Price:________
A high foaming cleaner, perfect for general foam cleaning.
Highfoam Plus is trimsafe and will not dull brightwork or
trim. Contains gloss enhancers to leave a shiny finish.
Highfoam Power
Price:________
A heavy duty foam cleaner, designed for tougher
applications.

Coloured Foam
Price:________
A range of dyes to produce coloured foam to enhance
customer appeal.
Ultra Mousse
Price:________
The most concentrated foam available. Produces a long
lasting rich ‘sticky’ foam. Clings to the vehicle for at least
10 minutes. Perfect for forecourt applications.

SMARTFOAM EQUIPMENT

We have a wide range of unique foam equipment
to complement our specialist foaming TFR’s.
The equipment is robust, easy to set up, extremely
easy to use and offers unrivalled performance.
Ask your franchisee for a demonstration.

DEWAXERS
Autosmart’s range of Dewaxers has been designed to work easily, safely and effectively - whether you need to
remove hard or soft protective wax coatings. Your choice of product depends on the type of wax and how you
choose to apply the dewaxer.
Plus 10
Price:________
A solvent based dewaxer formulated for hydrocarbon
(soft) wax removal by sponge or pre-spray method.
Safe T Strip
Price:________
Extremely effective co-polymer remover yet will not harm
paintwork, trim or glass. Very economical. Motor
manufacturer approved. Also an effective heavy duty TFR.

TWR Steam
Price:________
Low odour, hydrocarbon wax remover prevents
redepositing of wax because of its unique formulation.
Safer and more economical in use than paraffin and
diesel, it is safe on glass and trims.

WHICH DEWAXER SHOULD I CHOOSE?
Soft wax

Co-polymer

Machine

TWR Steam

Safe-T-Strip

Manual

Plus 10

Safe-T-Strip

For more information visit us at - www.autosmart.co.uk

WHEEL CLEANERS
NON ACIDIC

G101
Price:________
General purpose, non-acidic wheel cleaner,
recommended for medium duty applications where the
use of acids is undesirable.
Hazsafe XLS
Price:________
Recommended for use on prestige, aftermarket or
custom wheels. Suitable for specialist wheel finishes
such as polished “chrome look” and anodised surfaces.
Red 7
Price:________
Red 7 is a highly effective, yet pH neutral, wheel cleaner
that turns red on contact with metal particles, such as
brake dust. Added gloss enhancers leave wheels looking
like new. Red 7 is completely safe on even the most
delicate wheels and brake discs. Red 7 is also a highly
effective fallout remover.

Smart Wheels
Price:________
Heavy duty, acid free wheel cleaner. Foaming “Hi-cling”
formulation with excellent deep cleaning performance
removes stubborn brake dust and grime.
Wheel Cleaner Concentrate
Price:________
Powerful acid free formulation concentrated to give the
best cost per wash.

ACIDIC

Ali
Price:________
An acid based cleaner for unlacquered wheels and for
remedial wheel cleaning. Ali both cleans and brightens
the wheels in one action.
Ali Shine
Price:________
A low hazard, sprayable acid wheel cleaner, ideal for
cleaning and renovating all wheel types including
plastics, painted and alloys.

SPECIALIST
CLEANERS
TAR REMOVAL

Preptone
Price:________
A powerful solvent cleaner that quickly removes tar,
grease, underseal and adhesive residues.
Tardis
Price:________
A fast acting solvent based tar and adhesive remover.
Contains emulsifiers for easy rinsing.

FALLOUT REMOVAL

Fallout Remover
Price:________
Safe to use on paint, trim and glass, yet rapidly dissolves
metal-based fallout.
Red 7
Price:________
A highly effective, yet pH neutral, fallout remover that
turns red on contact with metal particles, such as fallout.
Red 7 is safe for all surfaces including paint, rubber,
plastic, aluminium, polished alloy and carbon. Red 7 is
also a highly effective ph neutral wheel cleaner.

INTERIOR CLEANERS

Bio Brisk
Price:________
A specialist biological cleaner and deodouriser. Bio Brisk
digests soiling such as grease, oil, protein, fat, etc. Ideal
for fabrics or carpets. Safely and effectively removes
biological soilings and odours including milk, animal
smells, blood, urine and vomit. Very effective against
nicotine.
Brisk
Price:________
Luxury upholstery and fabric shampoo, containing fabric
brighteners, conditioners and biocides to restore
appearance and leave a ‘fresh’ smell. Available in aerosol
or in bulk for manual or machine use.
Dry Cleaner
Price:________
An excellent spot remover for use on fabrics. Evaporates
completely and is low odour. Great on grease spots.
G101
Price:________
A great all-rounder. Use on those difficult to clean areas
of the interior, such as headlinings, door panels and boot
linings. Can be used as a deep-cleaning fabric cleaner.

Jelsol
Price:________
An aerosol cleaner for removing chewing gum and
adhesives from fabrics and glass.
Leather Cleaner
Price:________
An excellent product which is mild and gentle and
doesn’t harden leather. Highly concentrated, so
economical in use.
Leather Supplement
Price:________
A rich cream leather feed designed to protect new
leather and rejuvenate old leather ‘as new’.
Multifresh
Price:________
Excellent cleaner & re-odouriser with a great long lasting
fragrance. Suitable for use on most hard and soft
surfaces & perfect for leaving a pleasant fragrance in
your vehicle. Biodegradable and solvent free.
Upholstery & Interior Cleaner
Price:________
Cleans and refreshes interior surfaces. Perfect for
plastic and fabric trim, seats & carpets.

GLASS CLEANERS
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Price:________
An aerosol glass cleaner that is quick and easy to use.
Perfect for removing dirt, insect squash and traffic film,
leaving a smear free, squeaky clean finish. Its non-drip
formula makes it perfect for sunroof applications. Both
foam and clear versions available. Ammonia free.

Glass Glow
Price:________
A powerful cream glass polish. Easy to apply and
remove, with none of the dusting of inferior formulations.

Glass Clear
Price:________
High quality, sprayable glass cleaner, which is the fastest
way to clean glass. Pleasant fragrance in use. Ammonia
free.

For more information visit us at - www.autosmart.co.uk

POLISHES

Carnauba Gold
Price:________
A luxury paste polish, made from natural palm wax.
The deep long-lasting lustre cannot be matched by
synthetics. Excellent for darker colours.
Cherry Glaze
Price:________
The fastest, easiest polish on the market. Rapid and easy
to apply and dries extremely quickly saving time for the
valeter. Especially good as a PDI polish or for removing
fingerprints.
NEW Cobalt+
Price:________
A highly versatile spray polish, using unique Ionic Nano
technology. Fast and easy results on wet and dry
vehicles, leaves an instant deep shine. This highly durable
polish seals and protects paintwork, leaving a dust free
result.

Platinum
Price:________
A premium wax polish. Quick and easy to use.
Platinum's advanced reactive polymers bond to the
surface, making it weather resistant & giving a longlasting, deep shine. Gives a rich shine, particularly on
tired and faded paintwork.
Stardust
Price:________
Aerosol polish and dressing, ideal for paintwork,
chrome, glass and wood laminates. Excellent for quickly
removing fingerprints and blemishes and for fine
detailing around trim and badges, where conventional
products leave a white residue.
Topaz
Price:________
Topaz, the first “hybrid” polish. It utilises several different
modern polish technologies, offering valeting and
detailing customers massive performance gains,
especially on modern paint finishes.

Cut Back
Price:________
Excellent for restoring dull and oxidised paintwork by
hand. The easiest colour restorer in the market place.
Ammonia free.

Wax Detail Spray
Price:________
A premium QD spray. Quickly cleans & rejuvenates new
and valeted surfaces such as paintwork, glass & trim.
Ideal for PDI and showroom use.

Mirror Image
Price:________
A premium wax polish for use on used paintwork.
Restores, cleans and waxes in one operation, leaving a
long lasting shine.

Wax
Price:________
The ultimate in shine and protection. Wax is a highly
concentrated blend of 4 waxes including; Carnauba &
Candelilla wax, specially chosen to produce a highly
durable “wet look” gloss.

PRODUCT SELECTION
Premium

New Car

Used Car

Restoration

COBALT+
WAX
CARNAUBA GOLD
PLATINUM
TOPAZ
CHERRY GLAZE
MIRROR IMAGE
CUT BACK
This chart is for guidance only. Your final choice will depend on a number of factors. We will be happy to help you choose.

PAINT RESTORATION

Clay Cloth
Price:________
The clay cloth has a flat polymer surface, which acts like
a clay bar. Clay cloths give clay bar performance in a
fraction of the time and with much less mess.
EVO1
Price:________
A fine finishing compound that produces a swirl free
deep mirror finish. Removes fine scratches and surface
defects. Silicone free.
EVO3
Price:________
A single stage renovation compound that rapidly
removes scratches oxidation and surface defects. Brings
paintwork to a perfect high gloss finish leaving no swirls
or hazing. Silicone free.
EVO6
Price:________
Heavy duty compound developed to remove scuffs,
deep scratches and paint blemishes. Ideal for flattening
paintwork. Silicone free.
Finishing Glaze
Price:________
Easy to use, non-silicone polish. Covers minor
blemishes and swirl marks.

EQUIPMENT
Machine Polishing
Machine polishing offers significant performance benefits
over polishing by hand. It produces the ultimate shine and a
longer lasting finish.
ORBITAL TWIN HEAD
POLISHERS
Smartool & Cyclo
• Unique to Autosmart
• Orbital action leaves an even, swirl
free finish, free from watermarks,
fine blemishes and holograms.
• Extremely fast and easy to use
and will not burn or damage
paintwork.
Pads
We offer a wide range of pads for both rotary & orbital
machines. Ask your franchisee for assistance.
Microfibre Cloths
A large, thick Microfibre Cloth, ideal for quickly
removing any residue left by the compounds.

Silver Seal

TOTAL CAR PROTECTION

A high performance interior and paint protection
system, which you can sell-on to new and used car
buyers or offer as a stand-alone service. We provide
you with everything that you need – from point of
sale materials to customer guarantee certificates.
Paint Protector
Price:________
Coats paintwork with an invisible second skin, protecting
it against the elements.
Fabric & Upholstery Protector
Price:________
Prevents soilings from staining fabric, leaving the
upholstery in a life long ‘as new’ condition.

Leather Supplement
Price:________
Leather upholstery can be enhanced and it’s life
prolonged by the use of Leather Supplement. Leather
Supplement is absorbed deep into the leather,
nourishing it and keeping it supple.

For more information visit us at - www.autosmart.co.uk

DRESSINGS
BULK

Autoblack
Price:________
Water and weather resistant tyre paint for external black
rubber and plastic trims. Gives excellent coverage &
natural silk finish. Ideal for marked or scuffed rubber.
Finish
Price:________
A water-based tyre and trim dressing with silicone for both
protecting and rejuvenating vinyl, rubber and plastic. High
sheen but can be diluted for interior use if a softer sheen is
required. Finish is solvent-free and non-flammable.
NEW Fusion
Price:________
Fusion has all the benefits of a premium solvent free
dressing with the addition of new Micelle technology.
Suitable for interior trim, dashboards, engine bays and
tyres, leaving a lasting shine whilst protecting vinyl, rubber
and plastics. It can be diluted for a natural finish, is solvent
free and non-flammable.
Highstyle
Price:________
Our most versatile dressing. Leaves a weather resistant
finish for all tyres, vinyl and plastics, inside and out.
Unbeatable gloss and lustre.
Interior Dressing
Price:________
An interior dressing for vinyl, plastics and rubber trim.
Leaves a natural finish.
Kril II
Price:________
A long life engine lacquer. Designed for under bonnet
use, it is non-yellowing and is both oil and heat resistant.
Also suitable as lacquer dressing for bumpers.
Midnight
Price:________
A spirit based grey/black dye to restore the ‘as new’
appearance to carpets, mats and tyres.

AEROSOLS

TYRES

Non Silicone Highstyle
Price:________
Our most versatile non-silicone dressing. Leaves a
weather resistant finish on tyres, vinyl and plastics.
Pazzaz
Price:________
An interior dressing for vinyl, plastics and rubber trim.
Leaves a natural finish.
Rubber & Plastic Dressing
Price:________
Fast and easy dressing that restores an ‘as new’
appearance to tyres, rubber trim and interior plastics. Will
not mark paintwork. The non-slip finish is ideal for rubber
mats. Silicone and solvent free.
Smart Shine
Price:________
High performance, weather-resistant sprayable dressing
which is perfect for interior trim, tyre walls and engine bay
components. Cleans and restores to an ‘as new’ finish.
Tango
Price:________
A versatile spray polish and dressing. Quickly polishes out
soiling on door shuts, under bonnet and boot areas etc.
Trim Ultra
Price:________
The ultimate long lasting exterior dressing. This easy to
apply liquid dressing restores colour, has a high gloss finish,
is extremely weather resistant and lasts for many weeks.
Trim Wizard
Price:________
A super, weather resistant, rejuvenating dressing for
exterior trim & tyres. Highly concentrated for economical
use. Apply sparingly using a sponge for an ‘as new’ finish.
Vinyl Shield
Price:________
Instantly rejuvenates exterior rubber and vinyl whilst leaving a
weatherproof, long lasting finish. Economical in use.

WHICH DRESSING SHOULD I USE?
BULK

Rubber Smart
Non
Dash Silicone Smart Smart Tyre
Interior
Pazzaz & Plastic
Autoblack Finish Fusion Highstyle Silicone
Dandy Spray Dash Trim Dandy
Dressing Shine
Highstyle Dressing

Trim Trim
Vinyl
Ultra Wizard Shield

EXTERIOR
INTERIOR

(Mats only)

This chart offers a guide to choosing the right dressing. Your final choice will depend on a number of factors. We will be happy to help you choose.

AEROSOLS

Dash Dandy
Price:________
An aerosol spray, which leaves a dry finish for that
original showroom look. Contains plasticiser to maintain
the suppleness of vinyl dashboards and trim.
Silicone Spray
Price:________
A medium to high gloss silicone spray aerosol dressing with
a choice of pleasant fragrances. Ideal for all interior vinyl and
plastic trim.
Smart Dash
Price:________
Aerosol dressing that instantly restores the appearance of
interior trim. Use on wood, vinyl, chrome, bumpers, etc.

F

Smart Trim
Price:________
A long lasting aerosol dressing designed for exterior trim.
Advanced weatherproof polymers protect, beautify and
restore an ‘as new’ appearance to plastic bumpers and
trims.
Tyre Dandy
Price:________
A tyre foam which is the fastest way to clean and restore
colour to tyres. Leaves a durable, waterproof high sheen
finish. 20-30 tyres from one aerosol.

AIR FRESHENERS
EQUIPMENT
Vehicle Odour Eliminator

Unique to Autosmart, Aromatek is a safe and permanent
method to eliminate malodours, such as cigarette smoke,
animal smells or food smells. It also refreshes stale interiors
and is particularly effective at putting back an ‘as new’
smell into leather interiors. It is a very clean process,
ensuring that there is no need to revalet the car after use.
Price:________
Autofresh
A variety of pleasant fragrances to eliminate stale odours.
Long lasting, will not stain or mark vehicle interior.
Available in bulk or aerosol.

BioBrisk
Price:________
Often masking a smell is not sufficient, you need to eliminate
the source of the odour. BioBrisk is a specialist cleaner and
deodoriser, which digests biological soiling and odours
including milk, animal smells, blood, urine and vomit. Use
prior to Aromatek to eliminate the source of malodours.
Blast
Price:________
Powerful high discharge aerosol air freshener. Blast
combats malodours and quickly adds a long-lasting
freshness to a vehicle or room. Available in a wide variety of
fragrances.

AROMATEK COMPONENTS
Neutrox Cartridge

Price:________

A blend of 32 natural essential oils, to neutralise and
permanently eliminate odours, including those trapped
deep inside seats and head-linings.
Fragrance Cartridges
Price:________
Available in a variety of fragrances to mask malodours
and refresh the vehicle interior.
Air Flow Unit
Price:________
Use in conjunction with the cartridges to create the dry
vapour. Fits easily in to vehicle footwell & is easy to
operate.
Aromadisk Air Fresheners
To complement the fragrance cartridges.

Price:________

For more information visit us at - www.autosmart.co.uk

WORKSHOP

Brake, Clutch & Electrical Cleaner
Price:________
Rapidly removes dirt, brake fluid, oil and grease from
brakes, clutches and electrics. Evaporates completely
after use. Available in aerosol or bulk.
Clearview
Price:________
Multi-purpose screen wash concentrate, available with or
without methanol. Removes insect debris, traffic film and
dirt without smearing the windscreen. In winter, Clearview
clears salt spray and de-ices screens and locks. Protects
down to -20 degrees centigrade. Available in bulk or in
single car packs.
De-icer
Price:________
A concentrated, methanol-free de-icer, which is effective
down to -20 degrees centigrade. Formulated to prevent
the screen from re-freezing. Also suitable for use on
frozen locks. Available in bulk or aerosol.
G101
Price:________
An excellent multi-purpose non-caustic cleaner.
Especially effective on hard surfaces, painted surfaces,
wheels, bonnet areas and plant and manufacturing
equipment.

Heavy Duty Impact Adhesive
Price:________
An aerosol heavy-duty contact adhesive, which will stick a
variety of surfaces within minutes. The nozzle allows three
spray patterns, enabling use in a wide range of applications.
Injection Cleaner
Price:________
An aerosol, which cleans accumulated deposits from
carburettors, fuel injection systems and automatic
chokes. Also suitable for catalytic converters.
Plus 10
Price:________
Heavy-duty degreaser to remove grease and oils from
engines, chassis and transmissions. Plus 10 emulsifies
in water for easy rinsing.
Zinc Galva
Price:________
A zinc primer coating which prevents corrosion of newly
welded fittings. Extremely durable and heat resistant.

LUBRICANTS
Copper Hi Temp Lubricant
Price:________
A high temperature lubricant to prevent the fusion,
rusting, seizing or thread distortion of parts. Essential for
all manifold and exhaust fittings.

Multilube
Price:________
A clean lubricant, which is temperature resistant and
contains PTFE for lubricity. Use to lubricate metals and
plastics, such as hinges, curtain runners and door locks.

Lubrice
Price:________
Long lasting, anti-fling lubricant with PTFE, protects
against corrosion. Quick and easy to use, it penetrates
like an oil and sets like a grease. Ideal for chains, wire
ropes, bearings, hinges and lock mechanisms.

Silicone Lubricant
Price:________
Fast and effective lubricant for rubbers and plastics.
For all round lubrication of hinges, window channels,
winding mechanisms, steering columns and plastic
brushes, as well as eliminating dashboard squeaks.

Mechoil
Price:________
Superior 4 in 1 lubricant, which protects against corrosion.
Removes moisture from electrics. Invaluable when wet
engines won’t start or to protect trailer lights from the
effects of damp weather. Available in aerosol or bulk.

White Grease
Price:________
A clean and effective maintenance grease, which sprays
on like a penetrant but sets like grease. Excellent for
hinges and catches and for parts that are being
reassembled.

AEROSOL PAINTS
The Autosmart range of paints is designed to give great results when touching up or rejuvenating engine
parts, wheels and car accessories. Fast, one coat coverage and a can that goes a very long way.
Gloss Black

Price:________

Silver Alloy

Price:________

Grey Primer

Price:________

Silver King

Price:________

Matt Black

Price:________

Underseal

Price:________

Satin Black

Price:________

FLOOR CLEANERS
Coach Clean and Citrus Coach Clean Price:________
Buffable floor cleaner available in pine or tangy citrus
fragrance. Suitable for all types of flooring throughout
offices, showrooms, washrooms and work areas. After
application, Coach Clean can be buffed to a non-slip
shine.
Floorsmart Cleanse
Price:________
A heavy duty, low foam degreaser designed for machine
use but which can also be pre-sprayed. On heavily soiled
areas and for everyday cleaning, Floorsmart Cleanse
performs where other detergents fail, cutting effortlessly
through grease.
G101
Price:________
An excellent multi-purpose non-caustic floor cleaner.
Especially effective on hard surfaces, painted surfaces
and any area where heavy grease is a problem.

Multifresh
Price:________
Excellent cleaner & re-odouriser with a great fragrance.
Suitable for use on most floor surfaces. Leaves floors
smelling fresh. Biodegradable and solvent free.
Plus 10
Price:________
Solvent degreaser for very greasy floors. Can be used to
pre-treat concrete floors before painting or sealing.
Emulsifiable with water for easy rinsing.
Promenade
Price:________
A floor sealer/polish for use on plastic and decorative
floor coverings, leaving a bright, non-slip, non-yellowing
shine, which is resistant to scuffs and scratches.
Treble X
Price:________
An acid cleaner, designed to etch prime bare concrete,
prior to painting or sealing, to ensure a good bond.

For more information visit us at - www.autosmart.co.uk

JANITORIAL

20/20
Price:________
An aerosol glass cleaner that is quick and easy to use.
Perfect for removing dirt, insect squash and traffic film,
leaving a smear free, squeaky clean finish. Its non-drip
formula makes it perfect for sunroof applications. Both
foam and clear versions available. Ammonia free.

Multifresh
Price:________
Excellent cleaner & re-odouriser with a great fragrance.
Suitable for use on most hard and soft surfaces &
perfect for areas that you want to leave smelling fresh.
Biodegradable and solvent free.

Autofresh
Price:________
A variety of pleasant, long-lasting fragrances to eliminate
stale odours. Available in bulk or aerosol.

Pan Dandy

Bio Brisk
Price:________
A specialist biological cleaner and deodouriser. Bio Brisk
digests soiling such as grease, oil, protein and fat. Ideal for
fabrics or carpets, blocked sinks and drains. Safely
removes all biological soiling and odours including milk,
blood, urine and vomit. It is also very effective on nicotine
odours.
Blast
Price:________
Powerful aerosol air freshener, with a unique high discharge
nozzle. Blast combats malodours and quickly adds a
long-lasting freshness to a vehicle or room. Blast is
particularly suitable for use in large rooms and spaces.
Available in a wide variety of fragrances.
Bleach
Price:________
Industrial strength, hypochlorite based bleach. Powerful
germicide which will kill most known germs. An effective
sanitiser, its regular use will prevent bad odours.
Brisk Extra and Brisk Low Foam
Price:________
Luxury upholstery and fabric shampoo, containing fabric
brighteners, conditioners and biocides to restore
appearance and leave a ‘fresh’ smell. Available in aerosol
or bulk for manual or machine use.
Glass Clear
Price:________
High quality, sprayable glass cleaner, which is the fastest
way to clean glass. Ammonia free.

Price:________

A highly concentrated washing up liquid. Highly effective
in cutting through grease and dried-on food residues,
whilst remaining kind to hands.

Pine Disinfectant

Price:________

Industrial strength disinfectant, effective against most
common organisms. Economical in use.
Sentry
Price:________
Sentry is a powerful all-purpose washroom cleaner,
which cleans sink, tap and tile and toilet areas. It is
perfect for urinals, wash basins, tiles and stainless
troughs. Safe for use on stainless steel, Sentry effectively
removes limescale, leaving fittings sparkling clean.
Stardust
Price:________
Aerosol polish and dressing, ideal for paintwork, chrome,
glass and wood laminates. Excellent for quickly
removing fingerprints from vehicles or polishing desks in
the showroom.
Smartsan V
Price:________
A non-staining broad spectrum sanitiser that is effective
against a wide range of pathogenic viruses, bacteria,
yeast and fungi. Smartsan V is ideal for remedial
disinfection or as part of a regular cleaning or infection
control program.

HAND CLEANERS

Colour Off
Price:________
Powerful hand cleaner for removing paints, inks and
adhesives. Free from harmful solvents and contains soft
scrub particles to remove ingrained soiling.

Hand Sanitiser
Price:________
Alcohol based gel that quickly kills pathogenic bacteria
and viruses. Evaporates to dryness and does not require
rinsing. Contains conditioners to keep the skin supple.

Extra Hands
Price:________
Powerful heavy-duty hand cleaner, with a really great
fragrance, which is lanolin free and contains a natural
mineral scrub. Used in conjunction with Autosmart’s
unique dispenser system, it is the ideal heavy duty cleaner.

Mighty Hands
Price:________
A solvent free, heavy duty hand cleaning paste. Its
gentle double action removes deep down soilings of oil,
tar and paint.

Hand & Body Soap
Price:________
A gentle, non-allergenic liquid soap, which conditions
and moisturises skin as it cleans. Solvent free.

Citrus Stronghands
Price:________
Traditional heavy-duty gel hand cleaner. Soft scrub
particles gently remove ingrained soiling from the skin.
Dispensing system makes it economical in use.

Hand Cleanser AB
Price:________
A combined hand cleaner and moisturiser with skin
balanced pH. Its gentle non-allergenic formula is effective
against salmonella and listeria. Non-tainting and odourless.

Superhands
Price:________
A 2 in 1 skin pre and post work conditioner. Superhands
is non greasy and fast dying, making it perfect for use
with gloves. Silicone and lanolin free.

HANDCARE DISPENSER SOLUTIONS
Hygiene & Convenience
We have a wide range of handcare dispensing systems to suit all needs.
Ask your Autosmart Franchisee for further details.

For more information visit us at - www.autosmart.co.uk

EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES
Applicators and Dispensers
We offer a full range of applicators and dispensers,
including sprayers, mini-jets, specialised polishing
sponges, buffing pads, polish bottles, chemical mixers
and buffing machines. Each is designed for use with
Autosmart products and will help to control your
consumption and reduce your costs.
Wash accessories
We have a range of specialised sponges, designed
specifically for car preparation. We also supply chamois
leathers - both real and synthetic, window squeegees
and a wide range of other wash accessories.
Cloth
When polishing a car, the choice of cloth can have as
much impact on the final finish as the choice of polish.
It is important to select the right type of cloth for the
results required. Whether you require a high quality, lintfree polishing cloth that is guaranteed not to scratch a
vehicle or a bodyshop safe cloth, which can be recycled,
we can help you select the right cloth for you.
Microfibre Cloth
Autosmart’s MicroClean FibreOptic cloth (for light duty and
glass cleaning) and Complete MicroClean cloth (for heavy
duty and general purpose) are ideal accessories for use with
many of our products. Their static charge (dry) & capillary
action (wet), give fantastic results, quickly and easily.
Protective Covers
We have a wide range of floor mats, seat covers and
steering wheel covers to protect your car interior.

Paper Rolls and Wipes
An extensive selection of paper and dispensers is
available from your Autosmart distributor, who will
happily recommend the best paper for your needs.
Protective Clothing & Safety Items
We have a wide selection of goggles, gloves, gauntlets,
overalls and wet suits available - and much more too.
We will gladly advise you on what is best for you and
your team.
Machines
We supply top quality cleaning equipment, for all of your
requirements, together with unbeatable after-sales service.
Brushes
A wide range of brushes for specific applications, such
as dog-hair removal brushes, alloy wheel brushes and
upholstery brushes.
Dressing Sponge
The Autosmart dressing sponge makes dressing quicker
and easier, whilst preventing chemical over use. The
unique ergonomic design ensures that it is excellent for
getting into all the nooks and crannies found on a car
and is extremely easy to hold.
Polishing Sponge
The Autosmart polishing sponge is designed to get
optimum results from our polish range. Makes polish
application easier and gives an even spread - making it
more economical in use.

For more information about our products or services, visit our website:

www.autosmart.co.uk

For further details contact
Autosmart Ltd. Lynn Lane, Shenstone, Lichfield, Staffordshire, England WS14 0DH
Telephone +44 (0)1543 481616 Fax +44 (0)1543 481549
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